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Tradewinds Odyssey - Navigate the high seas in Ancient Greece! Tradewinds Odyssey Free Download Full Version, Tradewinds
Odyssey Free Download Full Version Tradewinds Odyssey takes you on an adventure across ancient Greece, where you'll meet
gods, heroes and monsters of legend.. Sea battles are also not so impressive But all of this is made to serve one purpose - to
make the game easy to play.. But if you want to experience a real challenge, adventure mode is what you need.

But you should be very careful cause the sea is full of dangers Pirates, competitors and other enviers will try to ruin your trade
enterprise.
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By Tradewinds Odyssey is an adventure game with the elements of strategy As an ancient merchant you have to travel around
the world and to sell your goods everywhere.. Now gamers of all ages and experience can enjoy this amazing adventure game!
17, June 2009 DoubleGames.. Here you can choose your own destiny! Concerning the graphics, it is worse than in predecessor..
The detalization of cities is very poor In the prequel each city looks as a piece of art but not here.

tradewinds odyssey wiki

To protect the business you should spend the revenue to upgrade and strengthen your fleet in to a powerful force unrivaled in
the Aegean! Five strongest heroes and lots of ancient gods are on your side so don't waste your time in vain!Comparing to the
prequel, this game is much simpler and funnier.. The gameplay is divided into several main quests, like finding a missing heir,
or finding a cure for some family members.. All the quests and destinations will be shown on a special map, so it will be
extremely difficult to get confused in the game.. You need money to travel and improve your fleet If you are new to this game,
you can play in easy mode.. After you complete this quest you can start exploring cities and selling various goods to earn money.
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